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Welcome to Fairhaven Fairhaven offers a
choice of charming, affordable lodging

options. Guests can enjoy all the in-town
amenities a short distance away, in the

adjacent town of Ipswich. Whether you're
searching for affordable hotels, bed &
breakfast, inns or a condo or vacation

home, we hope you'll find something that
suits you and your family's needs. Feel

free to contact us today to find out more!
We look forward to seeing you soon. Why

stay with us? Choose from spacious
rooms with full kitchens for your

extended-stay home, or select a hotel
room that offers parking and additional
amenities. Enjoy the flexibility of self-

catering in an ideal location for a
weekend getaway, family vacation or
romantic wedding. After a hard day of
work, let the stress wash away at our
lovely outdoor pool or watch the world
go by in our comfortable lounge. Book
the perfect accommodation We look
forward to welcoming you! Read the
reviews Reviews for Fairhaven hotels
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“Very comfy beds, pretty close to
downtown.” “Very comfy beds, pretty
close to downtown.” Read more Very
happy Response from Fairhaven at 13
Nov 2018 We're so glad you enjoyed

your stay. Thank you for your feedback
and we hope to see you again soon. -

The Fairhaven TeamThe Rise of
Meliorism in Canada It would be easy to
decide that the Mennonite Community of
Canada represents a whole different kind
of worldview. And, in a sense, it is. This
community is indeed a different kind of
community from the rest of Canada. It is
a united, faithful community of people,

who have chosen to live in the 21st
century in the same world as the rest of

Canadians – with different opinions,
different beliefs and different ways of

practising their faith – yet, as a
community, we are deeply connected to
them, and a part of the same Canada. As

a culture, we are made up of a broad,
immense diaspora of people of a diverse

array of backgrounds, experiences,
opinions and beliefs. This is our Canada.
The rest of Canada, however, is not so
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